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Archaeological Sections of a possible Roman Road  at Le Bouleau, Brindas, 

Rhône, France, 17 March 2016 – Peter Leather 

  

The “Voie Antique” at Brindas – even though the name is very recent – has long 

been considered a Roman Road between Lyon and Saint-Galmier. It is situated 

between the major Roman Roads known as the Aquitaine (Lyon-Bordeaux) and 

the Narbonensis (Lyon to the South) and may have branched off the Aquitaine just 

outside Lyon. 

 

The site at Brindas is interesting because a diversion made some time ago for a 

new roundabout left the old road under grass.  

 

In January 2016, during the laying of a new network of electric cables, a trench 

cut through the old road revealed other layers of road beneath it.  

  

After consulting the regional archaeological service and getting permission from 

the local town hall and the electrical subcontractors, a team of volunteers led by 

the author was able to intervene. 

 

The existing section made by the contractors was straightened and a small cut of 1 

metre x 50 cm made in order to examine the road surfaces. The two sections were 

then recorded.  

 

The investigation confirmed the existence of an earlier road beneath the modern 

tarmacked one and very likely another even older road beneath that. 

Unfortunately there was no dating evidence for these earlier roads besides a few 

tiny fragments of brick found embedded in the surface of the upper of them. 

  

Between the road surfaces there were layers of sandy material which could 

represent periods of abandon or just the use of the road. 

 

It is impossible therefore to talk with any certainty of having found the Roman 

Road but rather two roads pre-dating the modern road, the lower of which could 

conceivably be Roman. 

 

If you have any questions about this report or the Roman Roads around Lyon in 

general, email contact@garom.fr 
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Photos 2 

Section c-d : orange layer caused by water filtering through a 

foundation layer of iron-rich stones beneath the modern road 

Section c-d : grey sandy layer interpreted as a period of abandonment 

or simply wear-and-tear of the road 



Photos 3 

Surface of the first road beneath the modern road 

Fragments of brick found in this surface 


